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Abstract 

 

No doubt the pre-Islam poetry is the Arab collection of poems translating their thoughts and representing 

their social position, in addition, the critics still agree that the pre-Islam poetry is the sole witness of the 

Arab poetry, it is considered as a main base for poets in the past and future therefore it is the best example 

of poetry, this stage comes after the origin from which the Arab poetry sourced in different eras and 

prepares the poetry columns and fix the poem system, The pre-Islam poetry has original technical values 

the majority of Arab poems are not adhered to, the matter participates in recording the pre-Islam Arab 

people movement including the migration, war, peace, pride, praise, generosity an it was also drawn the 

technical image and impression of the desert, mountain, tents and ruins, Whereas the desert is a migration 

theatre, it was also a residence for the pre-Islam people, that the migration for the pre-Islam person means 

the whole life. That no interaction between the individuals of one environment unless this environment 

displays its requirements in the behavior reflected by the tribes individuals. The environment of pre-Islam 

people is the desert, whereas the requirements of the desert suppose the principle of migration and non-

stability, this means that the migration is related to hunt, trading, drought and poetry different topics, wars, 

Arab days and other matters, accordingly, the migration became as a base for Pre-Islam era life, The most 

important result of this study is to support the migration as a principle for our Arab heritages that depend 

on customs and traditions which distinguish between us and other nations. Migration is the most important 

of the interaction means between one community individuals or different communities, the matter 

strengthens some values we inherited from our ancestors such as generosity, sense of honor, courage and 

bravery. All these values arise from our need to each others or the need of others to us. But this need is not 

obvious without the communities overlapping which takes place through migratio 

 


